Few epidemiological studies have examined the potential protective effects of physical activity on insomnia. The authors thus evaluated the association between physical activity and insomnia in a large population-based study in Shizuoka, Japan. Individual data were obtained from participants in an ongoing cohort study. A total of 14,001 older residents who completed questionnaires were followed for 3 yr. Of these, 10,211 and 3,697 participants were eligible for the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses, respectively. The authors obtained information about the frequency of physical activity and insomnia. Then, the adjusted odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals between physical activity and insomnia were estimated. Habitual physical activity was related to lower prevalence of insomnia. Frequent physical activity also reduced the incidence of insomnia, especially difficulty maintaining sleep. For elderly people with sufficient mobility and no preexisting disease, high-frequency physical activity (e.g., 5 or more days/wk) may help reduce insomnia.
The prevalence of insomnia in Japan has been reported to be 17-30% (Doi, 2005 (Doi, , 2009 Doi, Minowa, Uchiyama, & Okawa, 2001 ), compared with the world prevalence of 5-35% (Sateia, Doghramji, Hauri, & Morin, 2000) . Insomnia (we define several types of sleep disorders as insomnia in this study) induces continuous tiredness, a lack of attention, and decreased concentration (Baglioni, Spiegelhalder, Lombardo, & Riemann, 2010; Kyle, Morgan, & Espie, 2010) . It is considered an initial symptom of psychiatric disorders including depression and anxiety disorder (Almeida & Pfaff, 2005; Ford & Kamerow, 1989; Livingston, Blizard, & Mann, 1993; Neckelmann, Mykletun, & Dahl, 2007; Riemann & Voderholzer, 2003) . Furthermore, it has been suggested that insomnia is associated with a number Inoue and Doi are with the Dept. of Epidemiology, and Yorifuji, the Dept. of Human Ecology, Okayama University, Okayama, Japan. Sugiyama is with the Tobu Child Support Center of Shizuoka Prefecture, Shizuoka, Japan. Ohta is with the Geriatric Health Services Facility Sakuranosato, Aichi, Japan. Ishikawa-Takata is with the Program of Health Promotion and Exercise, National Institutes of Health and Nutrition, Tokyo, Japan.
of physical diseases including coronary heart disease, hypertension, and obesity (Gangwisch et al., 2007; Lauderdale et al., 2009; Marshall, Glozier, & Grunstein, 2008; Patel & Hu, 2008; Staner, 2010) . As such, it is important to find appropriate strategies to prevent insomnia, which may include good dietary habits, reduced intake of stimulants such as caffeine, moderate alcohol consumption, a regulated lifestyle, and habitual physical activity (LeBlanc et al., 2009; Miki, 2004; Uchiyama, 2002) . Among these approaches, physical activity is considered an effective and relatively easy intervention to prevent insomnia (Driver & Taylor, 2000; Paparrigopoulos, Tzavara, Theleritis, Soldatos, & Tountas, 2010; Reid et al., 2010; Sherrill, Kotchou, & Quan, 1998; Singh, Clements, & Fiatarone, 1997) . However, few epidemiological studies have directly demonstrated protective effects of physical activity on insomnia.
To date, two types of studies have been used to examine the association between physical activity and insomnia: cross-sectional and longitudinal. Although crosssectional studies have successfully demonstrated that not undertaking habitual physical activity can constitute a considerable risk factor of insomnia, it is difficult to rule out the possibility of reverse causation between physical activity and insomnia. Longitudinal studies are required to overcome this interpretational limitation. However, most previous longitudinal studies (both cohort and intervention design) have been limited in terms of sample size and follow-up period (e.g., 1 year; King, Oman, Brassington, Bliwise, & Haskell, 1997; Morin, Mimeault, & Gagné, 1999; Youngstedt et al., 2003) .
In the current study, we thus attempted to evaluate the association between physical activity and insomnia by targeting a large population-based study among elderly people in Japan. To this end, we used both cross-sectional and longitudinal designs in the same participants in a cohort study with a 3-year follow-up. We examined the same hypothesis using both designs and attempted to mitigate the disadvantages of each. In other words, we compared the results obtained from the cross-sectional design that could retain the sample size and those from longitudinal design that could prevent reverse causation.
Methods

Participants
Individual data were collected from participants of the Shizuoka elderly cohort study, an ongoing population-based study in Shizuoka Prefecture, a midsize industrial and rural mixed area in Japan. The primary purpose of the cohort study was to investigate the longitudinal effects of clinical, environmental, and behavioral factors on health conditions. After stratifying by sex and age group (65-74, 75-84 years), we randomly selected 300 residents from each of the 74 municipalities in Shizuoka. In total, 22,200 people were selected. In December 1999, they were sent a questionnaire, which was completed and returned by 14,001 participants (response rate 63%). The self-administered questionnaire included several questions about the frequency of physical activities and sleep complaints. In addition, questions regarding age, sex, body weight, height, smoking habits, frequency of alcohol consumption, socioeconomic status, mood, mobility, preexisting disease, and other characteristics were included. The participants were then followed up in December 2002 and March 2006 with the same questionnaires. The 14,001 respondents at baseline were defined as the Shizuoka cohort (Figure 1 ). In the current study, we adopted two experimental designs (cross-sectional and longitudinal) using information at baseline and at the first follow-up (in December 2002). We did not use information from the second follow-up because we expected that the number of participants meeting our eligibility criteria would be insufficient.
In the cross-sectional design (Figure 1 ), we excluded participants for whom data on age and sex were missing (n = 5) since age and sex were fundamental information. Subsequently, we excluded 1,839 participants who lacked physical activity information, as well as 1,522 participants who lacked sleep-complaints information, because both variables were mandatory to examine the current hypothesis. We further excluded 424 participants who exhibited extremely poor mobility status or provided no information about mobility. Finally, 10,211 participants were available for the cross-sectional analysis.
In the longitudinal design (Figure 2 ), of the 14,001 participants, we excluded 8,443 who already had sleep complaints or provided no sleep information at the baseline. We then excluded 3 participants with missing data on age and sex, 460 participants with missing data on physical activity, and 143 participants who had poor mobility or provided no information about mobility at baseline. In addition, 657 participants were lost to follow-up between 1999 and 2002. Furthermore, 598 participants did not have information about sleep complaints at the follow-up in 2003. Consequently, 3,697 participants were finally analyzed for the longitudinal analysis.
In the current study, we inquired about mobility using the following question: "Please circle the answer that most applies to your condition of mobility in daily life." Participants chose one answer from the six following options: "I can go out alone using a bicycle, a car, buses, or trains without problems"; "I can go around the neighborhood with barely any problems, but I cannot go to a distant place alone"; "I can walk around the house and garden"; "I wake up during the day, but I cannot walk around very much"; "I take naps at intervals and get out of bed to eat meals"; and "I spend all day in bed" Kubota, Ishikawa-Takata, & Ohta, 2005) . Subjects who chose either of the latter two options were considered to have extremely poor mobility in this study and were excluded from the analysis.
Physical Activity
We obtained information about the frequency of physical activity by asking how many days a week the subjects spent 30 min or more walking (hereafter referred to as Walk), performing light work (Work; e.g., office or home-based light work, housework), and exercising (Exercise; e.g., recreational/sporting activities). For each type of physical activity, subjects chose from the following options: none, 1-2 days/week, 3-4 days/week, and 5 or more days/week. With the current cohort, Ueshima et al. (2010) demonstrated negative associations between these physical activity indicators and mortality.
Insomnia
Information on insomnia was also obtained with the questionnaire. Participants were asked whether they experienced any of the following four types of insomnia symptoms three or more times per week: difficulty falling asleep lasting for 30 min or longer (difficulty initiating sleep; DIS), waking up frequently during the night (difficulty maintaining sleep; DMS), waking up too early in the morning and being unable to go back to sleep (early-morning wakening; EMA), or requiring the use of hypnotics to fall asleep (UH). We defined participants who reported at least one insomnia symptom as having insomnia (Edinger & Means, 2005; Ohayon, 2002; Suzuki et al., 2009 ). All answers were obtained subjectively, so it was difficult to apply the symptoms into clinical diagnostic criteria.
Statistical Analysis
In both the cross-sectional and longitudinal experimental designs, we conducted the same series of analyses. First, the prevalence or incidence of insomnia was calculated according to the physical activity category. Next, odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated for the associations between physical activity and insomnia using a logistic-regression model. We considered the following variables potential confounders a priori: sex, age (continuous variable) at baseline, smoking status (never, former, or current), alcohol consumption (none or rarely, 1-3 times a week, 4-6 times a week, or every day), body-mass index (continuous variable), socioeconomic status, and mood at baseline. Bodymass index was calculated as body weight (kg) divided by the square of height (m). Socioeconomic status was assessed by a question asking whether participants were financially independent (choice of independent or dependent). Mood status was measured by asking the single question "Do you feel depressed?" with two options, depressed or not depressed. No other information about mood was obtained from our questionnaire. All the potential confounders were entered into the models, and the participants with missing data were automatically excluded in the analytic phase by using SPSS. We also calculated p values for trends, treating the four categories of frequency as ordinal variables.
The presence of a preexisting disease at baseline may influence the effect of physical activity on insomnia (Martikainen et al., 2003) and is thus an important question for determining whether physical activity should be recommended in such cases. Thus, we conducted a subanalysis stratifying participants with no preexisting disease and those with at least one. The presence of a preexisting disease was assessed by asking whether the subject was being treated for any of the following diseases at baseline: stroke, hypertension, heart disease, cancer, diabetes, fracture, gastrointestinal disease, lung disease, joint disease, or other.
A p value of less than .05 (two-sided test) was considered statistically significant. SPSS 16.0J (SPSS Inc.) was used for analyses.
Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the institutional review board of the Shizuoka Health Center in 2003. In Japan, the ethical guidelines for epidemiological studies were first introduced in 2002 by the Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare. The current study therefore did not obtain approval from the corresponding ethical review committee until 2002. However, even before that, we had paid special attention to the ethical perspective. We explained the aims of this study and obtained informed consent from each participant by asking all participants whether they would take part in the study or not by questionnaire. If they agreed, they signed their own name in full on the questionnaire by themselves.
Results
Cross-Sectional Study
Demographic characteristics of the participants in the cross-sectional study are shown in Table 1 . Of 10,211 participants who were eligible, 50.8% were men, 69.6% were nonsmokers, 70.5% did not have a preexisting disease, and 58.5% were not depressed.
The prevalence of insomnia separated by physical activity level and ORs of the associations between physical activity and insomnia are shown in Table 2 . In the most physically active group, we found mild negative associations between Walk and DIS, DMS, and UH (OR = .75, 95% CI: .66-.85; OR = .72, 95% CI: .64-.81; OR = .66, 95% CI: .56-.77). Dose-response relationships were also observed (p for trend < .01). Furthermore, Work was also negatively associated with DMS and UH, especially in the most active group (OR = .85, 95% CI: .75-.97; OR = .59, 95% CI: .50-.70). In addition, the prevalence of all insomnia indicators decreased as the frequency of Work increased (p for trend < .01). Finally, frequent Exercise reduced DIS (OR = .86, 95% CI = .76-.98) and UH (OR = .82, 95% CI = .69-.98) in the most active group. Trend tests were also significant for DIS, DMS, and UH (p for trend < .01).
The results of the stratified analysis by the preexisting disease status (Tables  3A-C) were similar to those of the main analysis in the group without disease. The participants who did not provide information about preexisting disease were excluded (n = 587); thus, 9,624 participants were included in this stratified analysis. Frequent Walk, Work, and Exercise reduced the prevalence of insomnia. On the other hand, no relationships were clear in the group with at least one preexisting disease.
Longitudinal Study
Demographic characteristics of the participants eligible for the longitudinal study, lost to follow-up, lacking sleep-complaint information, and included in the final analysis are shown in Table 4 . Participants who were lost to follow-up were more likely to be men, current smokers, free of diseases, and of low socioeconomic status than the participants who remained in the final analysis.
The incidence of insomnia separated by physical activity level and ORs of the associations between physical activity and insomnia are shown in Table 5 . In the logistic-regression model, frequent Walk was marginally associated with a reduced incidence of DIS and DMS in the most active group. In addition, frequent Work significantly reduced the incidence of DMS in the most active group (OR = .72, 95% CI: .54-.96), and a dose-response relationship was observed between Work and DMS (p for trend < .01). Finally, frequent Exercise also significantly reduced the incidence of DMS in the most active group (OR = .66, 95% CI: .51-.58), as well as in the moderate group (exercising 1-2 times per week; OR = .75, 95% CI: .58-.97). A significant dose-response relationship was identified between Exercise and DMS.
The ORs when participants were stratified by the preexisting-disease status are shown in Tables 6A-C. The participants who did not provide information about preexisting disease were excluded (n = 224); thus, 3,473 participants were included in the stratified analysis. Although frequent Work and Exercise were related to a reduced incidence of DMS in participants with no preexisting disease, no clear association was observed in participants at least one preexisting disease. Note. OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; DIS = difficulties initiating sleep; DMS = difficulties maintaining sleep; EMA = early morning awaking; UH = using hypnotics to fall asleep. Odds ratios adjusted for age, sex, body-mass index, smoking status, alcohol consumption, socioeconomic status, and mood status. Note. OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; DIS = difficulties initiating sleep; DMS = difficulties maintaining sleep; EMA = early morning awaking; UH = using hypnotics to fall asleep. Odds ratios adjusted for age, sex, body-mass index, smoking status, alcohol consumption, socioeconomic status, and mood status. Note. OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; DIS = difficulties initiating sleep; DMS = difficulties maintaining sleep; EMA = early morning awaking; UH = using hypnotics to fall asleep. Odds ratios adjusted for age, sex, body-mass index, smoking status, alcohol consumption, socioeconomic status, and mood status. Note. OR = odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; DIS = difficulties initiating sleep; DMS = difficulties maintaining sleep; EMA = early morning awaking; UH = using hypnotics to fall asleep. Odds ratios adjusted for age, sex, body-mass index, smoking status, alcohol consumption, socioeconomic status, and mood status.
Discussion Key Results
In the current study, we evaluated the association between three types of physical activity (Walk, Work, and Exercise) and four types of insomnia (DIS, DMS, EMA, and UH) using both cross-sectional and longitudinal designs among elderly people in Japan. We found that each type of habitual physical activity was associated with a lower prevalence of insomnia in the cross-sectional design. Each type of physical activity was also associated with a reduced incidence of DMS. In the stratified analysis by participants' preexisting-disease status, we found beneficial effects of physical activity in the group with no preexisting disease but no significant association in the group with disease.
Prevalence of Insomnia: Cross-Sectional Study
The cross-sectional analysis revealed that Walk, Work, and Exercise were mildly associated with a lower prevalence of insomnia, especially for DIS, DMS, and UH. This finding is consistent with that of a similar cross-sectional study in 3,030 people age 20 years or older in Japan conducted by Kim, Uchiyama, Okawa, Liu, and Ogihara (2000) , which showed that habitual exercise was associated with a reduced prevalence of DMS. However, that study did not obtain clear evidence regarding the beneficial effects of physical activity (e.g., exercise) on DIS or EMA. This discrepancy with the current findings may be explained by the different sample sizes between the two studies. Our study had four times as many subjects as the study by Kim et al.
Incidence of Insomnia: Longitudinal Study
In the longitudinal design, we found that physical activity was associated with a reduced incidence of DMS. The finding is also consistent with the findings of Stewart et al. (1994) . Although they targeted participants with chronic disease conditions, they found that physical activity at baseline significantly reduced the incidence of sleep problems 2 years later using a longitudinal design (p < .05). However, few other studies comparable with the current study are available, probably for the following reasons: First, as we mentioned, the number of longitudinal studies that assessed effect of daily physical activities on insomnia are still limited. Second, the definition of insomnia is inconsistent among previous studies in terms of measurement (subjective/objective), time span (chronic/temporal), or severity (mild/severe). Moreover, clinical studies often target insomnia patients who are clinically diagnosed. Future longitudinal studies would be required. In the current study, effect estimates (ORs) in the cross-sectional analysis showed clearer associations than those observed in the longitudinal analysis. This may be due to the immediate effects of physical activity on sleep problems, or reverse causation. Nonetheless, the similar results of the two analyses suggest that frequent physical activity reduces insomnia.
However, caution is warranted in interpreting the results. Although we found dose-response relationships between physical activity and insomnia both in the cross-sectional and the longitudinal design, the effect estimates for the groups of 1-2 days/week and 3-4 days/week were not statistically significant; that is, the beneficial effects of physical activity on insomnia may not be evident unless the participants perform it with high frequency (e.g., 5 or more days/week).
Results Stratified by Preexisting Disease
Beneficial effects of physical activity were revealed among subjects with no preexisting disease, whereas the associations were less clear among subjects with at least one disease. This finding may be explained by small sample size of participants with preexisting disease or the fact that the influence of the disease on insomnia is stronger than the influence of physical activity on insomnia. For example, hypertrophy of the prostate in men would be related with waking up frequently during the night, which would lead to insomnia.
Physical Activity Category
The inclusion of exposure category is unique to our study. Many previous studies only evaluated the effect of habitual exercise such as walking or aerobic exercise on insomnia. However, our expanded categories allowed us to evaluate a wider range of activities including more moderate ones. For example, the Work category included usual lifestyle activities such as gardening and housework. Thus, the current finding could provide us with more evidence on the effects of physical activities that most people are able to access in their daily lives.
Information Bias
It should be noted that our study may have involved some degree of exposure misclassification. We only measured the frequency of physical activity and did not assess its intensity. Therefore, it is impossible to exchange the category for another common indicator regarding amount of activity, such as metabolic equivalents, as defined by Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare of Japan (2006) . Moreover, some measurement error is expected regarding the frequency of physical activity, because data were collected by self-administered questionnaire. However, a previous study of the same participants demonstrated a clear dose-response relationship between physical activity collected with the same questionnaire and mortality, supporting the validity of this measurement method.
Another possibility of misclassification is outcome (insomnia), since insomnia was also evaluated by self-administered questionnaire. However, since most people with insomnia do not receive medical care for their condition (Doi, 2009; Mellinger, Balter, & Uhlenhuth, 1985) , subjective information (self-administered questionnaire) is a reasonable way to collect population-based data. Even if some misclassification occurred, such nondifferential misclassification would only be expected to bias effect estimates toward the null.
Selection Bias
Since the response rate was not high (63%), selection bias cannot be ruled out in the current cross-sectional study. However, the result was similar to that of the longitudinal analysis in the current study, suggesting that the impact of selection bias was minimal. On the other hand, it is possible that some selection bias was caused by the loss of some subjects to follow-up in the longitudinal study. However, the distributions of physical activity between subjects included in the final analysis and those lost to follow-up were similar, indicating a negligible effect of selection bias (data not shown).
Generalizability
As we mentioned previously, the response rate of this study was 63% at the time of sampling. Given the fact that the proportions of individuals with subjective symptoms and outpatients among Japanese elderly people were more than 50% according to the national survey (Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare of Japan, 2010), the participants in the current study could be considered more healthy elderly because the proportion of preexisting-disease status was only 24% (Table  1 ). In addition, the participants who remained in the final longitudinal analysis were younger than the participants for the cross-sectional analysis. Moreover, the participants finally analyzed were significantly different from the participants lost to follow-up, as well as those who did not provide sleep-complaints information (Table 4 ). Thus, we should be cautious when we generalize the findings of the current study to the general elderly population.
Conclusions
The results of the current study demonstrated that frequent physical activity reduced the prevalence and incidence of insomnia, except for people with poor health (i.e., those exhibiting low mobility or preexisting disease). For elderly people who are sufficiently mobile and healthy (without disease) in this study, habitual physical activity, especially high-frequency physical activity (e.g., 5 or more days/week), may help reduce insomnia.
